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Dear Members of the Student Representative Assembly  
 
The following document outlines my plans for the year as Vice President (Finance) of 
the MSU. You will notice that there are 27 goals or objectives listed. Of these, 26 of 
them are updated and consolidated versions of my platform which I ran on in April 
which have been adjusted based on what I've learned in the role. These are my 
promises to students and this assembly and ultimately I take them very seriously. 
These points can also be found at any time on my page on the MSU website for your 
perusal.  
 
I have structured my year plan to fulfill my responsibilities as VP Finance, while 
taking an active approach to addressing a variety of key initiatives that are described 
in this plan. As discussed during the election process, my focus throughout this 
process will be to ensure that I am creating opportunities for participatory 
leadership.  I want this assembly to be actively engaged in the discussion and 
execution of this platform. If you have any questions, comments, concerns or angry 
glares I would be more than happy to assist in any way I possibly can.  
 
This document is neither exhaustive nor lifeless. As my year progresses, some of 
these ideas may change. Ideas may be added and others reformulated. My goal is to 
continuously update all members of the MSU of the progress on my projects through 
both reports to this assembly as well as through electronic channels using both the 
MSU website and our social media accounts.  
 
The Vice President (Finance) is truly a unique role where each and every day you 
work on a wide variety of topics including providing support to our business units, 
PTMs, SRA members as well as executing the role of a member of the Board of 
Directors tasked as being the expert on all things student fees and finance. While I 
describe the challenges of this role, I would also like to recognize how incredibly 
lucky I am to be here. This role, while challenging in nature is ultimately an incredible 
opportunity to learn grow and make sustainable change in this institution. Every day I 
wake up excited for the challenge the day ahead will present.  
 
As mentioned, this document is meant to give you a brief snapshot in to the issues I 
am looking to tackle this year. Please feel free to contact me should you have any 
feedback.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
Ryan MacDonald 
Vice President (Finance) & CFO 
McMaster Students Union 
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GOALS 
 

 
 

Objective 1 Courseware Strategy 
Description The most recent presidential election period revealed rising 

courseware costs to be at the forefront of student concern. I believe 
that the Vice President Finance has a critical role in working with the 
President to implement this vision. I think that the courseware push 
is an exciting initiative for the MSU to take on and will be important 
in keeping the University hones and ultimately saving students 
money. In February, the university launched a “Fair Dealing” week, 
which focused on pushing additional business to McMaster Printing 
Services. This campaign is a clear representation of how the 
University is threatened by the Underground, and is eager to 
minimize competition. I believe that our approach to reaching out to 
Professors and Department Chairs has to be tactical and well-
researched. I would be eager to work with the new Underground 
Service Coordinator, quote existing courseware prior to the initial 
meeting, and develop a competitive pricing plan and sell professors 
on the value of saving their students money . We need to ensure 
that courseware packs are as cheap as possible for students: what 
better way to do that than by introducing competition into an 
already monopolistic pricing scheme. Given the potentially large 
scope of this plan, courseware represents an exciting opportunity 
for collaboration with SRA members who are excited to help save 
their constituents money and develop their skill-sets to effectively 
advocate for their academic division. By engaging the SRA in this 
process we better serve students working together.  

 

Benefits  Saving students money 

 Increased revenue for MSU Underground 

 Keeping the University honest with their pricing 

Difficulties  The University implementing protectionist measures to force 

instructors to use the bookstore 

 Logistics of housing and selling courseware 

 Having staffing necessary to meet demand of production 

Long-term 
implications  

 Creates a trend where the MSU now exists as a major 

producer of courseware 

 The Bookstore lowers their prices to be competitive (intended 

outcome)  

How?  MSU approaches professors with plan to sell them on 

courseware costs at a cheaper rate then currently is offered 
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 MSU sells instructors on delivery system for courseware 

 MSU produces courseware at a cheaper rate.  

Partners  MSU President - Justin Monaco Barnes 

 Underground Service Coordinator - Madeline Locke 

 University Instructors 

 Third-party printers 

 
Objective 2 Student Services Fee 

Description The student services fee accounts for up to $135.90 per year of 
undergraduate student fees. While some of this money goes 
towards institutional departments such as the Student Success 
Centre, in 2015-2016 $400,000 of this fee is used to supplement 
projects in the Student Life Enhancement Fund. While these projects 
are important, it is also important to critically evaluate the impact 
the SLEF has on student life, and if these funds could be put to 
better use. After thorough consultation from both the Vice-President 
Administration and Vice-President Finance from the past two years, 
it is clear to me that the contribution to this fund is too large and 
money ends up being tied to projects that have no clear institutional 
responsibility and often funds projects that the university, rather 
than students, are excited about. Most recently we’ve seen 
investments of over $100,000 for a skating rink of which no single 
party wants to assume liability. I would like to spend time critically 
evaluating our options in terms of the student life enhancement fund 
and bring a variety of proposals to the SRA on a referendum on this 
topic including options to enhance in demand core services or return 
the money back to students.  
 
Supporting healthy active living is an important part of the role of an 
advocacy organization that has the best interest of students at 
heart. Recognizing that Athletics and Recreation are operating in 
significant deficits, it is important to ensure that they will not try to 
correct this deficit on the backs of students using their 
programming. As it stands now, fees associated with intramurals, 
extramural competition clubs, varsity sports and the pulse are 
revenue generators for Ath & Rec. I believe it is important that we as 
an organization put forward strong support to say that we will not 
endorse an increase for athletic fees. The province mandates 
institutions to consult student organizations on compulsory ancillary 
fee increases, rest assured if elected for this position I will be a 
strong advocate for ensuring student money is not being used to 
make up for financial mismanagement on behalf of the university.  
Further, the Ath & Rec building fee will be expiring in the near future 
and it is important we as an organization push for upgrades to the 
pulse, a mandate of which our MSU President Justin Monaco-Barnes 
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was elected on. With a nearly $4,000,000 surplus under our control 
and capital availability from the University focused on upgrades to 
this facility, I believe that with strong leadership from the MSU we 
can make this vision into a reality.  

Benefits  Having a signed student ancillary fee protocol will be critically 

important to ensuring that future student fees are established 

through the appropriate measures. 

 Ensuring that athletic costs and student services costs are 

representative of the impact that students get out of them is 

critically important.  

Difficulties  Getting the university to sign an ancillary fee protocol and 

working to find a mutually beneficial concept with respect to 

student services is important but also challenging - 

sometimes our interests are not always aligned. 

 Ancillary fees are sometimes incredibly complicated. Having 

students approve an ancillary fees protocol is critical but also 

challenging with respect to a communications perspective  

Long-term 
implications  

 HUGE 

 Honestly we need to have this in place based on government 

legislation.  This will provide the benchmark for how the game 

is played over the next couple of years.  

How?   Working with the Student Services Committee to establish a 

mutually agreed upon ancillary fees protocol.  

 Motion for the SRA to empower the Board of Directors to sign 

an ancillary fees protocol 

Partners  Student Representative Assembly  

 AVP Students and Learning, Dean of Students, Sean Van 

Koughnett 

 Entire Board of Directors 

 
Objective 3  Strategic consultation campus 
Description I believe the way that we consult students in the MSU is not effective 

at accurately representing what they want. While our aim as an 
organization is simply to draw into a “true community, all students 
McMaster”, I believe it is important that we as a Student Union have 
the strategic direction to know what our focus should be in the 
immediate future. If we have policy papers that expire every 4 years, 
the concept of a larger strategic plan shouldn’t be a foreign concept 
to us as an organization. As a marquee point on my platform, I 
would like to spend the months of September, October and 
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November involved in a strategic consultation campaign focused on 
gathering big data. I would like to hire an external consulting agency 
to run the data gathering process that would eventually result in the 
Board of Directors presenting a report based on those findings to 
the SRA. While it is important that Presidents and Vice-Presidents 
place emphasis on certain issues, an organizational perspective is 
something we have lacked and should not shy away from. A few 
years ago the University Students Council at Western University ran 
a major strategic planning effort that amounted in data collection of 
over 10,000 students. With big data informing our practices we are 
able to make better decisions on behalf of our student constituents 
and in the process are able to make bolder and more time-efficient 
choices in the process. Evidence informed decisions are what make 
good advocacy great, and with the MSU laser focused on best 
representing students, an investment in a campaign of this 
magnitude is more than worth it.   
 

Benefits  Direct understanding of what students want 

 Allows the organization to start strategic planning around key 

initiatives that students want 

 Informs policy moving forward 

 Eliminates costs of minor consultation efforts 

Difficulties  Cost is a major roadblock - to do this right this will be a 

significant investment 

 Buy in is also important. This has to become a component of 

how the organization operates moving forward or else it's 

useless 

 From a research perspective, the more questions you ask the 

less significant of a sample size you are going to have - to get 

good data you have to be smart 

Long-term 
implications  

  Allows the MSU to better represents the interests of students 

How?   Develop a comprehensive strategy to ascertaining student 

experiences in a digestible way. This will involve a 

multifaceted approach to student consultation.  

Partners  SRA 

 MSU Communications Team 

 Student Population 

 Alumni Association 
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Objective 4 Campus Master Plan Critique  
Description Following the recommendations from our Strategic Plan I would like 

to commission a report by the MSU focusing on our long term vision 
for space on campus. Building on the work done by Daniel D’Angela, 
past Vice-President Finance, I think it is important to create a 
strategy clearly outlining what the MSU views as priorities going into 
the Campus Master Plan and what recommendations we can make 
to ensure that the University is putting students first and accounting 
for adding additional un-programmed student space. I believe that if 
we are able to solicit large scale feedback from our constituents, the 
value of consultation from the Strategic Planning initiative is to 
develop formal submissions and advocacy documents that focus on 
aligning institutional objectives with student need.  

 

Benefits  Allows the MSU to have a clear stance on the Campus Master 

Plan critique moving forward. Hopefully will inspire change on 

behalf of the organization.  

Difficulties  The targeted release of the Master Plan is unclear. It is hard to 

dictate the timeline for this platform point.  

 We need to make sure that a targeted critique has purpose in 

what we are writing. Sometimes its very easy to just complain 

about how things are going, digestible recommendations are 

critically important.  

Long-term 
implications  

  The campus master-plan is more student focused.  

How?   Work with the VP Education, relevant SRA members who are 

interested and the University Affairs Research Assistant to 

create critique 

 Submit critique to McMaster senior administration 

Partners  McMaster Facility Services 

 Dr. Mohammed Atalla 

 UA Research Assistant 

 UA Commissioner 

 SRA Members 

 VP Education  

 
Objective 5 Services Special Projects Funding 
Description A big part of the work that I’ve done at McMaster has been founded 

on the belief that creativity is what drives us and makes new 
initiatives successful. When speaking with Maggie Gallagher 
Comptroller and former members of the Board of Directors, I 
noticed a degree of skepticism with respect to the ability for people 
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of all capacities to make change in our organization. Beyond the 
SRA special projects fund our organization lacks a space to truly 
fund unique initiatives. Based on student driven recommendations 
and idea generation I would like to work with Part-Time Managers, 
Student Opportunity Positions and Student Representative 
Assembly members during the MSU Retreat to develop three 
strategic themes annually for this funding line. Moving forward, 
anyone looking to apply for funding under this model must 
demonstrate how it incorporates strategic themes and must seek 
approval from the Executive Board in order to ensure maximum 
value to students and simplify for the process for all parties involved.  
 

Benefits  Incentivizes creativity for student leaders to provide more for 

students at large and provides them with the necessary 

resources to do it 

 Promotes collaboration 

 Promotes advancement on key issue areas that the MSU 

considers a priority.  

Difficulties  Getting everyone to agree on what our strategic themes 

should be for funding 

 Limited funding and ensuring equity among partners.  

Long-term 
implications  

  Services are incentivized to work together and advance 

organization priorities. If they always keep this in mind we are 

in a good spot for the organization as it pushes into new 

areas.  

How?   Work with SRA/PTM/SOP at the MSU retreat to develop 

priorities.  

Partners  SRA Members 

 PTMS 

 SOPs 

 BOD 

 
Objective 6 Business Unit Communications Plan  
Description Despite providing immense value to students, our business units 

have wildly variable financial success each year. The proposed 2016-
2017 operating budget outlines TwelvEighty to have a projected loss 
of $130,000 by 2015-2016 year end, more than $65,000 above the 
budgeted amount. I fundamentally believe that these discrepancies 
can be accounted for by a poor promotional strategy. A strong and 
thoroughly designed communications plan for our business units will 
allow them to thrive and reach out to the larger McMaster student 
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population. This communications plan will put an emphasis on three 
key areas of focus: creativity in service offerings, targeted 
approaches to building a customer base and investment in more 
effective social media outreach for our business units. With respect 
to being creative, I will work to ensure TwelvEighty, Union Market 
and Underground are providing services on the pulse of what 
students actually want. We need to change the mentality of “another 
thirsty Thursday” to “did you hear what’s happening at TwelvEighty 
this week”. Awareness is a big piece of this plan and my aim would 
be to target first and second year customers as a key demographic. 
Consider providing discounted floor dinners for students in 
residence to come in and be aware of what TwelvEighty has to offer. 
Let’s promote our wide format printing better when students are 
working on thesis presentations or research projects. To make this 
happen it is important we have the necessary resources in place and. 
I believe that staff positions focused on promotions in our business 
units would be an appropriate way to allocate resources in an 
efficient way. Finally, developing a good communications plan is all 
about feedback, I would like to see, in collaboration with relevant 
internal staff a review of menu offerings and programming choices 
to better situate ourselves with students want and needs.  
 

Benefits   More Business Unit Revenue 

 More exposure of services for business units 

 A more profitable business unit means more money that can 

directly be relayed into service delivery.  

Difficulties   Marketing always has a threshold and you need execution. 

I'm excited about the prospect of taking our business units to 

the next level with creative communications ideas to get more 

people in the door. However we need to have the necessary 

personnel to ensure we have sustainable efforts to execute on 

effective communications.  

Long-term 
implications  

 By creating a communications plan we hopefully don't just 

have one strong year of communications for our team but 

rather a long term strategy for effective marketing.  

How?  By taking a hands on approach to the reconfiguration of the 

Full Time Staff position directly involved in marketing I can 

ensure that we are effectively managing our organization’s 

transition into a new personnel structure - my role will be to 

work with the Marketing and Communications Director to 

ensure the organizations PR and Marketing needs are met.  

Partners  Marketing and Communications Director - Michael Wooder 
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 John McGowan - General Manager 

 Business Unit Managers 

 Communications Officer - Sarah Conrad 

 

Objective 7 Digital Media Support + Promo Training 
Description To be able to provide effective communications, we need to ensure 

we have the appropriate resources in place to make it happen. 
Currently, across the organization there is a consistent belief that we 
do not have the appropriate level of design and digital media 
support. Services choose not to use the Underground because of 
delays, which leads to inconsistent branding and many last minute 
requests being passed to the Communications Officer. In 
consultation  with John McGowan and Michael Wooder, different 
approaches to achieving this objective through in house design 
support in the main office as well as additional graphic design staff 
in the Underground have been received warmly. While I think it 
would be irresponsible to provide a decision on either choice, in this 
role I would be committed to finding a way to add an additional full 
time or full time equivalent position for this portfolio. Increased 
digital media support will aid in allowing our services to reach out to 
a larger audience and consequently do a better job at the furthering 
the work that they do.   
 
Most services have their promotions run through a conglomerate of 
parties including the Part-Time Manager, the volunteer service 
executive, the Communications Officer, and the Student Life 
Development Coordinator Michael Wooder. While this support is 
available, discrepancies still exist with respect to professionalism of 
service promotion. Working in consultation with the Vice-President 
Administration and the Communications Team, I would work to run a 
specific promotions training for all Part Time Managers, Assistant 
Managers and their volunteer promotions executives. Standardizing 
this training process is valuable. As past promotions executive for 3 
different service executive teams, I know that the training provided 
is currently simply up to the discretion of the part-time manager - 
who may not have any promotional experience themselves. By 
providing a better training for services promotions teams, we will be 
able to better engage, support, and connect students across 
McMaster. 
 

Benefits  Ensure that we have the necessary resources to support  

services with respect to effective training and video 

production and graphic design professional support 

 Faster and more effective communications organization wide 

 Services are able to manage their communications and social 
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media effectively on their own.  

Difficulties  Cost. Cost is by far our most challenging concept when 

dealing with the plan to hire more design or digital media 

support. If we are able to make this plan make financial sense 

then this is an easy decision.  

Long-term 
implications  

 More production support with respect to external contracts 

and revenue generation. 

 Services can feel as though they are supported and we have 

the resources for them to be creative and turn around promo 

for events on a short timeline.   

How?  Financial evaluation of feasibility. If this makes financial dollars 

and sense a job description will be drafted and  

Partners  Marketing and Communications Director 

 VP Administration 

 Communications Team  

 Part Time Managers 

 MSU Underground Manager 

 MSU Underground Graphic Designer 

 MSU President  (experience)  

 
Objective 8 Homecoming Upgrades  
Description We know what’s going on at Homecoming in the surrounding 

neighbourhoods - there is widespread, often illegal consumption of 
alcohol. We know because of the complaints we receive, the number 
of police officers and ambulances we see during the day and the 
culture associated with Homecoming. Let’s change that culture. 
Western University has been wildly successful by bringing the 
festivities onto campus in a safe and strategic way. By allowing more 
students to participate via on campus activities they have access to 
the necessary support services that they otherwise would be unable 
to use such as the MSU Emergency First Response Team and 
Security Services.

students on campus we will minimize the impact off-campus student 
parties will have on our neighbours and lower the number of 
complaints the institution receives. Let’s find a way to respect our 
partners in the community while offering the social entertainment 
that our students deserve. Finally, we all know McMaster is the best 
school in the country. But, as it stands, we don’t have the best 
Homecoming. Let’s fix that. Schools such as Queens University and 
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Western University have made incredibly large investments into 
their Homecoming programs and the MSU thinks it’s about time 
McMaster do the same. Homecoming is about reminding alumni the 
impact this place has had on them and energizing current students, 
staff and faculty about how incredible a place this is to learn, work, 
and grow. McMaster is incredible, let’s showcase that. 
 

Benefits   Safer Experience for Students 

 Improved Public and Community Relations 

 Better comparative student experience.  

Difficulties  Ensuring student safety - no matter how many precautions we 

take its always a possibility someone gets hurt 

 Liability - this is probably the biggest concern we have but 

something our team has historically been very good at 

mitigating 

 Financial exposure . This is a lot of money and we need to 

ensure that we sell our quota of tickets.  

Long-term 
implications  

 An incredible homecoming experience for McMaster students 

both current, past and future that is safer, better for our 

community and overall a much better time.  

How?  Work with campus partners on new vision for homecoming 

 Get partner buy-in for financial contributions.  

 Get SRA approval for financial contributions 

 HAVE SOME GREAT TIMES 

Partners  McMaster Alumni 

 MSU Campus Events 

 MSU Maroons 

 Student Relations Committee  

 EOHSS Office 

 Faculty Societies  

 Student Affairs  

 Other campus partners  

 

Objective 9 Space Audit  
Description I am committed to ensuring that the peer-support services on our 

campus that require a space are given one. With Maccess currently 
starting to develop their programming model and pushing to have a 
space ready for September 2016, I think it is pertinent to do a formal 
space audit for our organization. With the Maroon-shop vacated and 
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options available, I think it is the right time to discuss options for our 
organization to shuffle around current spaces to best suit student 
need. I am committed to ensuring Maccess has a space while 
ensuring no other service will suffer in the process. Beyond an initial 
audit of internal spaces, I think it is incredibly important to conduct a 
thorough review of space requirements for our organization moving 
forward and what we can best do to support the development of 
new initiatives. MSU President Justin Monaco Barnes ran on a 
platform that included space allocation for clubs in the Student 
Wellness Centre and Student Accessibility Services, when they move 
out of their existing spaces into the Living and Learning Centre. 
When conducting a formal space audit I think we also need to 
ensure that we are creating a capital purchasing plan for space 
renovation to best suit our needs. We will need to design a 
formalized agreement with the university on how this space could 
be acquired and transitioned over with respect to the operating 
expenses. Finally contingency planning and lifecycle use, where we 
can think critically about how our services, clubs and business units 
will require space going forward.  
 

Benefits  Ideally better allocation of space for our services to improve 

service delivery levels 

 Find space for new peer support service Maccess 

 Plan long term strategic plan for space in the MSU 

Difficulties  Limited space availability 

 Cost limitations for acquiring new space 

Long-term 
implications  

 Better service delivery.  

 More effective use of student space.  

 Sufficient space to ensure we have room for our services as 

we continue to grow 

How?  Strike space audit committee 

 Compile short term space audit 

 Conduct long term space audit.  

Partners  VP Admin 

 Executive Board 

 Ikram Farah (Space Audit Committee Member) 

 
Objective 10 Campus Events / AVTEK Rebrand  
Description MSU Campus Events is the largest service in our organization 

directly provided by our union. With a net operating budget of 
nearly $500,000 it is discouraging to see that attendance for events 
this year has been at an all time low. Our professional staff is the 
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best in the business when it comes to facilitating high-quality and 
well designed events but some things gotta give. After consultation 
with Campus Events Director Al Legault, I believe that we need to 
re-brand this department both in terms of their logo design and 
priorities moving forward. With respect to production levels for our 
events I think it is really important to consider the value the average 
student get’s out of the cost and more importantly the approach we 
take in capturing our audience, by lowering the necessity of a 
$20,000 laser light show, we are able to lower our ticket costs. At 
$15 a ticket, students are making a decision to invest time and 
money into a night out with the MSU, while at $5 you may capture a 
completely different audience. Beyond considering the value-added 
approach of our rebrand with Campus Events, we also need to 
consider economies of scale. Low price events are great, but if we 
are talking about large scale events we need to make sure we 
effectively capture that market appropriately - go big or go home.  I 
think that AVTEK needs to be more focused on the internal value of 
providing high quality and low cost events to students. The cost to 
rent a projector or a set of speakers from AVTEK is roughly 
equivalent to the average club budget for an entire year. Let’s make 
student friendly pricing a priority.  
 

Benefits   Better service delivery for Campus Events 

 Lower costs on average for students per event  

 Student friendly pricing for Clubs at AVTEK 

 More aesthetically pleasing design for marketing purposes 

Difficulties  Long term vision will take time and we have limited time to 

get to that point with Campus events holding massive events 

during homecoming and welcome week.  

 Cost prohibitive to do everything we need to make it work 

Long-term 
implications  

 Campus Events prepared to handle increased demand 

effectively, consistent with our stance on lowering student 

costs.  

How?  Go to EB for rebrand costs.  

 Redesign process 

 Work with Campus Events Director  to set guidelines for 

future direction setting.  

 Implement vision with consultation through executive board.  

Partners  Al Legault - Campus Events Director 

 Campus Events Team 

 AVTEK Staff  

 Feedback from students  
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Objective 11 Governance Support Review  
Description The governance side of our organization is increasingly 

disconnected with our services side. Further, the support and 
communication channels within governance are often muddy and 
unclear. For these reasons, our governance structure needs to be 
critically reviewed. Every year the discussion around associate Vice-
Presidents is taken more seriously, and it is becoming clear that a 
plan is needed to address the increasingly overwhelming 
responsibilities of Vice Presidents. With recent questions around 
protocol for the reporting and hiring structure of the services 
commissioner, I believe that this is a great time to launch a formal 
review of the efficiencies of the governance side of our organization 
to find a structure that maximizes the level of support provided in 
the most financially efficient way.  
 

Benefits   Organization benefits by analyzing efficiencies in terms of 

resources at the executive level.  

 Provides support to organization in ways where we need it 

most, by first identifying which areas work.  

Difficulties  Very challenging to determine the necessary metrics for 

determining what is the areas of identified support required.  

 Balancing what is best for the organization as an 

organizational need vs. what is financially feasible do not 

always align.  

Long-term 
implications  

 More effective student governance model. 

How?  Work with B+P and the VP Admin to determine analysis.  

 Work with other student organizations and analyze their 

model.  

 Determine differences based on cost benefit analysis.  

Partners  VP Administration 

 Bylaws and Procedures Committee + Commissioner  

 

Objective 12 Clubs Funding 
Description With over 300 clubs in the McMaster Students Union clubs network 

and over 7,000 student accounting for nearly one third of the 
overall MSU membership population, it is important to say that clubs 
represent a hugely important part of our McMaster community. With 
such a significant population of student affected and $100,000 in 
clubs grants awarded annually, I would like to investigate the 
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potential options for how we can best support growth in this 
department moving forward. As VP Finance I will look for ways to 
ensure that our clubs department is adequately supported and 
investigate increased funding in a way that student groups can be 
creative and foster new initiatives in a space that doesn’t force 
students to have to be reimbursed for major expenditure. As one of 
the only systems in Canada that runs off of a reimbursement process 
I would like to launch a formal review of our procedures to ensure 
that students don’t have to be the ones paying out of pocket.  
 
Finally, transparency is critical in ensuring that our clubs are aware 
of how they are allocated funding. Building off of MSU President 
Justin Monaco-Barnes platform to implement a formal feedback 
system, I will look for ways to support the new Clubs Administrator 
Jonathan Davis in empowering him to facilitate his vision, while 
developing a formal set of feedback criteria for clubs to be provided 
when a funding decision is made. Finally a critical evaluation in terms 
of our MSU Dollars platform and enhancing it to better support 
communications is key.  
 

Benefits   Clubs are better supported  

 Clubs are better funded 

 Clubs are more creative 

Difficulties  Hard to predict financial implications for usage on clubs 

dollars and larger allocation of resources to large clubs.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Creating a clubs system that effectively uses it's resources 

every year instead of consistently being 30k under budget 

year to year.  

How?  Working to empower the clubs admin to ensure they have the 

necessary resources and infrastructure to better support 

clubs effectively.  

Partners  Jonathan Davis Clubs Admin 

 Jess Bauman Operations Coordinator 

 Christine Yachouh + Ruchika Gothoskar, Asst Clubs Admins 

 Clubs 

 MSU Business Units  

 

Objective 13 TwelvEighty Business Plan 
Description As previously mentioned, TwelvEighty as a Business unit 

dramatically loses money for the organization year to year. In some 
ways, we plan for this as to not increase our prices and hurt 
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students. We need to ensure that we are balancing success as a 
business and providing value in food and service quality as well as 
jobs for our student employees. Developing a defined business plan 
for TwelvEighty, that assesses the Business unit’s core purpose and 
outlines a strategy for accomplishing this, is critical to ensuring 
success. We cannot effectively measure it’s success as a business 
unit without defined targets for us to hit. Building off a more 
targeted communications plan, the TwelvEighty business plan will 
look into all areas of the business in terms of staffing efficiencies, 
menu choices and offerings. It is critical to gauge student feedback 
on menu items, nutrition and pricing on this issue before presenting 
a plan of this nature, something we have not done in years.  
 

Benefits  Consistent Direction setting for TwelvEighty staff 

 Guiding principles for future leadership to understand 

intentions associated with TwelvEighty 

Difficulties  TwelvEighty has a history of underperforming financially. To 

change this culture is challenging as the location might 

significantly hurt how it runs as a club, bar and restaurant.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Long term vision for TwelvEighty 

How?  Working with staff and getting feedback from students 

establish a vision statement for TwelvEighty and work 

effectively to implement key objectives for success.  

Partners  TwelvEighty Staff 

 MSU General Manager 

 MSU Executive Board  

 

Objective 14 Full time staff support  
Description As our organization continues to expand there may be a continued 

need for support in our organization from the administrative side. 
While our full-time staff do incredible work already, it is important to 
think ahead and plan for contingencies should the size of our 
organization grow or shrink depending on the consideration of 
enrolment within our institution. Beyond this it is important that we 
institute mandatory performance reviews from our full time staff and 
actively seek feedback between board of directors members and full 
time staff. As the member of the Board of Directors who is most 
formally tasked with working and building relationships with full time 
staff I want to ensure appropriate performance reviews are being 
completed while building a capacity for a participatory leadership 
culture.  
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Benefits   I think it is critically important to support staff in our 

organization to be successful.  By providing a space for full 

time staff input we are helping them to shape the place in 

which they work.  

 Support for full time staff is a priority of mine. If we can make 

sure that staff feel like they are supported and have a strong 

relationship with the board, students will ultimately benefit 

Difficulties  A lot of my projects involve deep dives into critically 

evaluating service delivery.  It’s important to be critical and 

kind at the same time. A challenge is making sure people 

don't feel isolated 

 A second challenge is that by working for only one year it is 

hard to accomplish culture change in a short supply of time.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Potential structural changes in the MSU.  

How?  Working with the GM and department managers to ensure 

that their teams are supported and have a voice in the 

decision making.  

Partners  GM  

 Department managers 

 All full time staff 

 MSU President  

 
 

Objective 15  HSR Agreement  
Description The HSR agreement will largely fall to the responsibility of the Vice-

President Finance for the 2016-2017 year. The HSR bus pass is 
arguably the most important service we provide to our members 
and the contract for this service ends in 2016-2017. Therefore, the 
negotiation for a new agreement will be the responsibility of this 
year’s Board of Directors. The goal is to ensure that we get the best 
deal possible; I’ve had the opportunity to sit on meetings with Dave 
Dixon, Director of Transit at the HSR as well as Chris Murray, City 
Manager and the City of Hamilton. I am committed to making this a 
big priority and I believe I have the negotiation skills to make the 
new HSR agreement our best one yet.  
 

Benefits   Students benefit greatly from the creation of a HSR deal that 

they get value out of.  

 Transit helps students explore Hamilton and become a valued 
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member of the community. By continuing a relationship that 

has a good deal for students, our community will benefit.  

Difficulties  Differences of opinion make things challenging, the people at 

HSR think we should pay higher, we think we should not.  

 Negotiation is difficult because while we hold the cards, we 

need to be careful when risking students access to transit.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Another great contract for students if things go well, and a 

shitty transit experience if it doesn't. 

How?  Working closely with the MSU General manager, the HSR is a 

staple of the summer priorities.  

 Work with HSR to negotiate new terms of contract.  

 Bring new deal to students to vote on.  

Partners  HSR 

 John McGowan - General Manager 

 City Council 

 City Manager  

 

Objective 16 SoBi Agreement 
Description With the SRA passing a motion to initiate a referendum on the SoBi 

issue, it is absolutely pertinent that we have a signed agreement put 
into place prior to students voting on the referendum. The SoBi 
agreement has the potential to be a very important piece of 
infrastructure encompassing multiple issues including transit 
congestion in Hamilton, student retention and healthy active living. It 
is critically important to protect student interests by developing a 
thorough agreement that focuses on capital development and 
capacity 
 

Benefits   Fantastic transit opportunity for students 

 Good value with an opt-out.  

 Promotes healthy active living 

Difficulties  As with HSR, negotiations are important to establish service 

levels. Why the deal they put forward for referendum is 

cemented, the logistics and administration of the plan is 

challenging.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Potential staple service provided for students to be able to 

bike, live a healthy active life and have a convenient transit 

tool at McMaster. 
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How?  Work with John and SoBi to establish criteria for draft 

agreement 

 Get both parties to agree contingent on students voting yes.  

 Student referendum 

 Work on implementation timeline 

Partners  SoBi Hamilton 

 John McGowan  

 

Objective 17 University Budget Submission  
Description In 2015, the MSU Launched the first ever University Budget 

Submission, a project I worked passionately on to complete. This 
unique advocacy document is one of the first times the MSU has 
formalized recommendations and asks into a document to submit to 
university leadership. As VP Finance I would like to take on this 
project and provide a more tailored and developed document that 
makes recommendations that builds on existing initiatives on the 
following issues 

• Student Affairs Budget Submission 
• Student Affairs currently operates under an unsustainable 

deficit of nearly 1.8 million dollars. Senior leadership in student 
affairs is constantly looking for feedback from the MSU on 
what our priority areas of support are. I believe that taking an 
approach to proactively define areas that we will not accept 
cuts in service offerings is critical to best protecting the needs 
of students.  

• Faculty Specific Budget Submission 
• Working as project jointly with SRA Caucuses, the MSU can 

further develop advocacy strategies to support change in our 
individual faculties. This is a great opportunity to connect SRA 
Platforms with our advocacy. 

 

Benefits   Details the MSU's stance on two critical areas of analysis  

surrounding Student Affairs and individual facility units.  

 The university will better understand our perspective on how 

these two areas should change to better support students. 

 SRA members feel more supported and have the resources to 

do their job effectively.  

Difficulties  Necessary resources to do this effectively. We currently only 

have one part time research assistant tasked with internal 

research. If we have resources dedicated to making these 

types of recommendations, it's hard to introduce new things.  

Long-term  Becomes a major component of the MSU's annual advocacy 
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implications  strategy.  

How?  Work with SRA members, research assistant among others to 

establish recommendations surrounding student affairs and 

specific faculties.  

Partners  MSU Board of Directors 

 SRA Members 

 UA Commissioner 

 UA Research Assistant  

 

Objective 18 Welcome Week Equity and Analytics 
Description As a big believer in evidence informed decision making I think it is 

critical that when analyzing and evaluating our welcome week 
programming we need to ensure that we are spending money in a 
way that is getting the greatest strategic value for every dollar we 
put into programming. As someone who has been involved in 
different capacities within welcome week over the past three years, I 
think I am in a unique position to sit on the Welcome Week Advisory 
Committee and work to eliminate inefficiencies in programming 
spending on behalf of the university. I would like to see a 
commitment on behalf of the university to provide a volunteer 
bursary for volunteers who couldn't previously consider applying to 
be a Welcome Week rep without a bursary fund in place to help 
cover costs including a rep-suit, food and uniform costs for the 
week. 
 

Benefits   Provides more equitable opportunities for leader 

participation in welcome week with the creation of a welcome 

week rep bursary.  

 Provides a more holistic analysis of welcome week  programs 

based on participation levels, dollars per student and strategic 

outcomes.  

Difficulties  It's challenging to direct money away from student 

programming towards reps.  

 Challenging to convince planners of programming that their 

work is irrelevant - must be consistent and kind with 

messaging.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Establish a Welcome Week Rep Bursary 

 Provide a model to critique welcome week programs annually.  
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How?  Work with the welcome week advisory committee and 

specifically the Vice-President Administration to allocate 

funding among the levy to this priority 

 Work with WWAC to find a model to establish critique. 

Engage all stakeholders in the process 

Partners  Welcome Week Advisory Committee 

 Welcome Week Planners 

 Welcome Week Faculty Coordinator  

 Residence Life 

 Maroons Coordinator 

 VP Admin  

 

Objective 19 Transition Programming Policy 
Description I am incredibly passionate about transition programming and the 

jump that students make between high school and university. 
Currently, the MSU offers programming including Horizons, Spark 
and Welcome Week with considerable investments made from 
Campus Events, Maroons and Shinerama. Complimenting this the 
university puts forth considerable efforts to work on their own 
transition programming through the Student Success Centre. While 
aiming to iron out inefficiencies, I believe it is important for the MSU 
to create standing policy on this topic to best advocate to ensure 
the diverse needs of students on this campus are met with a 
thoroughly designed network of programming. While high-school to 
first year transition is a hot-button issue at McMaster, transition from 
first to second year and transition in and out of academic probation 
are largely unsupported. I would like to push for the university to 
develop a bounce-back program based on the successful program 
out of the University of Guelph focused on this issue area.  
 

Benefits  Establish a consistent voice for what the MSU's stance is on 

transition programming into the future. Currently we have a 

lot of duplication in this space across both student group and 

student affairs space on the MSU side of things and faculty 

societies. 

 Guide the MSU's stance on transition to targeted asks in a 

given year. Long term vision in this space is key considering 

the size of investment we put into it annually.    

Difficulties  Sufficient data will need to be collected to guide this policy.  

 Policy writers should represent a variety of different experiences 

being involved in welcome week.  
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Long-term 
implications  

 the MSU could have a long term stance on transition 

How?  Collect data using Horizons, Spark, first year forum, Welcome 

Week feedback survey data.  

 Write initial draft of transition programming policy  

 Utilize policy think tank model for evaluating policy.  

Partners  Blake Oliver - VP Education 

 Meg Hsu - UA Commissioner 

 SRA Members 

 MSU Members interested  

 Wid Yaseen - Spark Coordinator 

 Raymond Khanano - Horizons Coordinator 

 FYC  

 

Objective 20 Sustainability Advocacy  
Description In January 2016, students voted in support of Justin Monaco-Barnes 

as their new President of the McMaster Students Union. Carrying 
with him from this election was a mandate to make sustainability a 
priority in this organization and advocate for clean energy at 
McMaster. While the Vice-President Education has the responsibility 
to connect with Provincial leadership on this issue, the portfolio to 
work with University leadership fits well in the VP Finance portfolio. 
To accomplish this ambitious point I would like to tackle this from 
both an internal and external perspective to our organization. 
Internally I would like to develop a special projects fund specifically 
focused on sustainable initiatives. Secondly, the Vice-President 
finance has a significant role with respect to managing relationships 
on long term planning. I will advocate to ensure that the new 
projects at McMaster are pushed forward with sustainability in mind 
and are investing in green energy to establish self-sustaining 
buildings, solar panel investments and otherwise.  
 

Benefits   Fund sustainable initiatives internally to the MSU 

 Sustainable Projects Capital Fund in the University 

 Water bottle free campus  

 University budget model considers sustainability as a major 

focus for space considerations 

Difficulties  Convincing the university to go green is sometimes a decision 

that is counter-productive to their bottom line.  

 The MSU could lose bottled water sales at Union Market.  

Long-term  A more environmentally sustainable campus.  
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implications  
How?  Analyze capacity for a student funded, matched sustainability 

capital fund. 

Partners  Justin Monaco Barnes 

 Office of Sustainability 

 Roger Couldrey VP Admin of the University  

 

Objective 21 Career Support and Entrepreneurship 
Description Career Support and Entrepreneurship are areas that our university 

has stratified support across departments. While the Vice-President 
Education has a role in taking on these projects, I believe these are 
issue areas that the Vice-President Finance has potential to 
providing substantial value in advocacy. I am passionate about these 
issues and will work to advocate in these areas. With respect to 
career support, I believe that we can do much more to be able to 
provide students the tools and connections to be successful - 
initiatives such as faculty specific job fairs, interview preparation 
sessions and job subscriptions and centralization agreements 
between faculty offices to best support students are one of many 
ways I will want to make this a priority. With respect to 
entrepreneurship I believe our current program Spectrum has a lot 
more to offer and will benefit greatly from a dedicated space and 
institutional support.  
 

Benefits   Students have more resources with respect to their decision 

to enter the job market.  

 Students are better supported with respect to entrepreneurial 

initiatives  

 McMaster becomes an incubator for innovation in the 

entrepreneurial space.  

Difficulties  Cost is prohibitive. Student Affairs is in a significant debt. It’s 

key that we be able to find money to fund these programs 

before advising of their creation.  

 Career support is a blackhole of student money in the Student 

Success Centre right now. They have nearly 850k in funding 

for their programs and there still isn't incredible growth in this 

area.  

Long-term 
implications  

 Improved career support and entrepreneurial support for 

McMaster students both present and future.  
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How?  Look at space options to find a natural fit to house an 

entrepreneurship program 

 When discussing the student services fee, look at funding for 

these programs moving forward.  

Partners  Sean Van Koughnett, Dean of Students 

 MSU BoD 

 Mac Spectrum  

 McMaster Student Success Centre  

 

Objective 22 Emergency Bursary 
Description The MSU emergency bursary has been an incredibly successful new 

initiative run by the MSU in the 2015-2016 school year. With a cap 
set for 2016-2017 at $10,000 it makes me aware to the fact that our 
capacity to facilitate this bursary year to year will largely depend on 
the financial position of the organization and our ability to allocate 
discretionary spending to this strategic priority. I believe that we 
should not be making decisions on providing financial aid for 
students based on how well our business units performed in a given 
year. Therefore under my leadership I would like to work with 
McMaster Alumni in finding a name donor alongside our own to 
establish an endowment that will allow the Emergency bursary to 
succeed in perpetuity.  
 

Benefits   Finding a home for the Emergency Bursary is a priority 

because it allows for a consistent fund to exist in perpetuity 

and not be affected by the financial discretions of the MSU.  

 By having a reliably consistent fund, we are in a position 

where students can be positioned to be more prepared 

Difficulties  Setting up an endowment with an annually interest of 10k is a 

significant investment to say the least. The MSU could transfer 

this amount of money from our reserves to establish this fund 

 Locating a donor who is willing to match our contribution at 

even a 30% rate would be challenging and probably not a 

priority fund for Alumni 

Long-term 
implications  

 A cornerstone financial aid system is established for students 

who self-identify as needing to use it.  

How?  Work with alumni to establish minimum endowment.  

 Work with alumni to attract new donor  
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Partners  McMaster Alumni  

 John McGowan - General Manager 

 Jess Bauman - Operations Coordinator  

 

Objective 23 VP Admin Support, Financial training, Professional 
Development and Event Planning Support 

Description As a past Part-Time Manager I know that finances are some of the 
most stressful and frustrating parts of being a PTM. You are 
constantly confused with how much money you’ve spent, how much 
you have remaining and how to properly fill out a Purchase Order. 
Beyond providing a more thorough training and resources It is 
important to build administrative support and protocols for PTMs to 
have a better understanding of their finances. Simple mechanisms 
like shared tracking sheets are easy ways to better build capacity in 
our organization for Part Time Managers to succeed in their roles. As 
an organization we don’t hire people to be effective budget 
managers as PTMs, but rather strong managers, leaders, and 
visionaries behind their services. This success translates to the 
success of your constituents due to stronger service programming 
and outreach when PTMS have more time to focus on the things that 
matter.  
 
I believe as an organization we should be taking every available 
opportunity to develop students in terms of their professional skill 
set both within our organization and exterior. I believe that popping 
the bubble is about increasing entry points into the MSU and 
providing people with the skills to succeed. Let’s ensure our 
managers are constantly improving their management skills. Let’s 
ensure that our services who interact with volunteers know how to 
deal with volunteer conflict. The University Students Council at 
Western University does an excellent job of building in skill 
competency acquisition as a major part of their professional 
development opportunities within their organization including an 
alumni speaker series and workshop schedule. I want to see our 
organization be more intentional about the way that we look to 
provide development opportunities for our student leaders because 
making people better at their job is never a bad thing.  
 

Benefits  Part-time Managers are more prepared to execute in their 

role.  

 VP Admin is not overwhelmed with the amount of work they 

have to do. 

 PTMs can accurately track their budgets in a more efficient 

way 

 Professional development becomes a keystone tenant of 
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being a student leader in the MSU  

Difficulties  Cost for professional development 

 Time restraints for VPs 

 Buy-in from PTMs 

Long-term 
implications  

 Culture of preparedness and support associated with working 

for the MSU such that students who apply for these roles 

don't have to be good at everything, because they will be 

given the support necessary to make them successful  

How?  Intentional check-ins with Part Time Managers 

 Design budget tracking sheets 

 Re-design finance training 

 Frequent meetings with VP Admin to identify areas of support 

 Frequent meetings with Administrative Services Coordinator 

to identify areas of support 

Partners  VP Admin 

 Victoria Scott - Administrative Services Coordinator  

 PTMs  

 

Objective 24 Part Time Staff Wage Review 
Description Our organization has such a varied approach to supporting paid 

staff where we have such significant differences in personnel 
structures from service to service that it constitutes a critical 
evaluation of organizational structure and wages. While many 
services job descriptions may accurately reflect the work being 
done, we need to ensure that wage reviews are done on the same 
level of consistency as we approach a space audit such that 
students are being paid for the work they do. As Vice President 
Finance I would develop a wage matrix that promotes consistency in 
the way that wages are assigned in our organization developing a 
consistent set of criteria for which decisions are made. 
 

Benefits   Students are being appropriately paid for the work they 

complete 

 Wage reviews are defined based on merit with respect to the 

level of service delivery you are providing to students  

 Promotes consistency across organization 

Difficulties  The job evaluation process is considerably difficult in terms of 

defining a points system that encompasses the competencies 

we want it to. 
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 Culture shift from hourly wage to weekly wage system  

Long-term 
implications  

 Consistency in wages in our organization 

 Students can earn more if their services provide more 

How?  Working with the Executive Board, VP Admin, Operations 

Coordinator and Finance Commissioner to establish a set of 

criteria to evaluate core competencies for the role.  

 Present criteria to Executive Board 

 Evaluate current roles 

 Implement new system 

Partners  Jess Bauman - Operations Coordinator  

 Shaarujaa Nadarajah - VP Admin 

 Matt Brodka - Finance Commissioner  

 

Objective 25 Budget Review Period 
Description Building on the Budget Town Hall method that Daniel D’Angela 

facilitated this past year, I would like to have host an open budget 
review process where a simplified version of the budget could be 
presented with annotations and graphics depicting what each 
service, business unit or budget line accomplishes and will ask 
students to provide their input. This process starts by making the 
budget review process earlier, creating a first draft for input from 
the SRA and students at large in January. In doing so we are able to 
incorporate feedback into the most recent iteration of the drafted 
budget. Moving forward I would like to see us ran a larger scale 
communications effort to engage students in the process, imagine a 
simplified budget printed on wide format posters in the atrium 
where students could walk around and be engaged in the budgeting 
process. The reality is that we cannot expect students to be 
engaged in this aspect of their student union without recognizing 
that the average student is not going to participate if we only have a 
forum for discussion twice a year.  
 

Benefits  Greater opportunity to receive student input into budget 

 Greater transparency for students at large 

 More opportunity and time to critically look at the budget 

 Good communications opportunity to showcase what we do 

Difficulties  Cost - wide format printing is expensive 

 Meaningful student engagement is sometimes difficult to 

ascertain  

 Finding a good location 
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 Making sure we are reflecting the student consultation done 

in the budget decisions 

Long-term 
implications  

 More meaningful opportunities for students to engage in the 

financial management of their student union 

How?  Working with Michael Wooder and the communications team 

draft an event concept that focuses on creating an inviting 

and eye catching display that gets students talking about how 

their fee is spent.  

 Work with underground to design appropriate graphics 

 Work with the SRA and PTMs to promote the event  

Partners  Communications Team 

 PTMs 

 SRA 

 Students at large!  

 

Objective 26 Marmor Fee Review  
Description As a major student levee almost $200,000 in student fees annually 

that has never been formally reviewed, I believe it is critically 
important to develop procedures and effective mechanisms for 
reviewing this fee as well as the CFMU fee. If all bylaw-5 groups have 
to make the effort to present to the assembly annually to justify their 
fee and ensuring that they still have relevance to students, why don’t 
we undertake this process with our own supplementary fees? The 
organization as a whole constantly looks for ways to review and 
better develop our main operating fund, but we do not do this for 
the Marmor. Both of these fees need to be reviewed and measured 
against student feedback and their contributions to student life. 
Over the course of first term I would like to make a presentation for 
the Marmor and engage in a committee of the whole discussion 
about these fees at the assembly level. Should the SRA consider 
either fee to not be representing student need, a referendum will be 
initiated.  
 

Benefits   Better represent what students want with respect to the fees 

collected for the yearbook.  

 Create alternative avenues to better achieve what we want 

with the yearbook, digital/video etc.  

 Focus on creating flexibility for the organization and better 

representing what students want to see their money spent on.  

Difficulties  Creating a holistic set of options for how student money 
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should be spent in this instance 

 The bylaw implications are complicated with respect to fund 

accounting and how existing money collected should be 

spent 

Long-term 
implications  

 Students are only paying money into this organization in 

which they directly see value.  

How?  Evaluate student/alumni perceptions of the Marmor 

 Analyze data collection and create impressions 

 Collect feedback on what students would rather see the 

money used for 

 Put a motion to the SRA to initiate a referendum 

Partners  MSU Elections 

 Michael Wooder 

 MSU Board of Directors 

 SRA 

 Executive Board 

 

Objective 27 SRA Project Consultation 
Description Working as a Part-Time Manager for MSU CLAY in 2015, I know that 

people are most effective at their jobs when they feel empowered 
and supported. As a member of the Board of Directors it is very 
important to be able to foster a culture where you are empowering 
members of the assembly to ask critical questions and speak up for 
their constituents. I would like to sit down with each member of the 
SRA either over the summer or during the first month of the school 
term to talk about what they want to accomplish in their roles and 
how we can account for their projects in terms of planning.  As a 
member of the Board of Directors and administrator of the SRA 
Special Projects Fund, It is critical to have an open dialogue between 
you and the assembly with respect to the projects they wish to 
accomplish. Empowering people to be successful and have the 
autonomy to work on their own projects is the aim of the game; 
supporting members with resources is the path to accomplishing 
that. I fundamentally believe that political differences between 
people should not be a legitimate excuse to actively aim to not 
support a member of the assembly in accomplishing their projects. 
 

Benefits  SRA members are more prepared in their roles  

 SRA members have an accountability measure to keep their 

projects in mind as I will better understand what they plan to 

do for the year - and I can keep them in check 
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 SRA special projects funding will be more equally divvied up 

and effected constituents are better represented ideally 

Difficulties  Getting in contact with everyone 

 Keeping everyone accountable as volunteers 

Long-term 
implications  

 Creates a culture whereby the VP Finance always reaches out 

to SRA members to talk about their projects 

How?  VP Finance sends email to SRA  

 SRA and VP Finance meet and chat projects 

 VP Finance gives feedback regarding projects and establishes 

timelines 

 SRA carry out awesome projects 

Partners  Student Representative Assembly 

 VP Admin  

 

GOALS TO STRIVE FOR 
 

 
 

List 6 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

- Homecoming Upgrades 

- Marmor Referendum 

- Courseware Plan  

- SoBI agreement  

- Campus Events Rebrand 

- Wage Review 

List 6 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 
- Student Services Fee  

- Digital Media Support 

- HSR Agreement 

- Masterplan Critique 

- Space Audit 

- Faculty Specific Budget Submissions 

List 6 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd)  
- Consultation Campaign  

- Welcome Week Equity 

- TwelvEighty Business Plan 
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- Entrepreneurship Strategy  

- Transition Programming Policy 

 
 

Master Summary 

(Calendar and Checklist) 
 
May  PTM Budget Support 

 Event Planning Packages 

 Marmor Referendum Prep 

June  SoBi Agreement 

 Homecoming Motion 

 Campus Events Rebrand 

 Evaluate Clubs Funding 

July  Courseware Strategy 

 Special Projects Funding 

 Full Time Staff Implementation 

 Accounting Manual 

August  Part Time Staff Wage Review 

 Professional Development Workshops 

 Business Unit Communications 

 Short term Space Audit 

September  HSR Agreement 

 Masterplan Critique 

October  Digital Media Support 

 Student Services Fee 

 Marmor Referendum 

November  Long Term Space Audit 

 Faculty Specific Budget Submissions 

December  Governance Support Review 

 Emergency Bursary Plan 

January  Consultation Campaign  

 Pulse Expansion Plan 

February  Career Support Strategy 
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 Welcome Week Equity 

March  Transition Program Policy 

 Entrepreneurship Strategy 

April  Strategic Planning / Consultation Report  

 Transition Successor  

 
 


